We are happy to announce that we are one of the few escort agencies that are fully GDPR
compliant. Here at Bonds, we strive to keep the details of both our clients and our girls
completely confidential, storing only what is necessary to the appointments that we create.
Your data will never be sold or given to a third party except for in the unlikely event that it is
legally required that we do so and only to ensure the safety and wellbeing of others.
By creating an appointment with any of the persons we represent on this site, you are
agreeing to the terms of our privacy policy which are such that:
1. All information provided to us by a client/independent contractor is confidential and
only divulged on a strictly need to know basis.
2. Any information about the client we deem necessary to share with our independent
contractors is shared securely and only to those who have been made aware of and
signed a form to show GDPR compliance.
3. Any information given to a client about the contractors we represent, we have express
permission from each contractor to share.
4. Clients are also subject to privacy rules when creating their appointment with any
chosen contractor. By making an appointment you are agreeing not to share any
personal, or identifying, information about the contractor in question in a public or
private manner, unless given express permission to do so, in writing, by the relevant
party.
5. Bonds cannot be held responsible in the event that one of our independent contractors
divulges information given to them in confidence by or about a client however we do
reserve the right to cease representation in this event immediately and will always
strive to act in the best interest of those affected.
6. Any client or independent contractor who may have information stored with Bonds
may request to have that information removed or destroyed at any given point, if
requested in writing, and may also request proof that this action has been carried out
within a reasonable time frame.
7. Bonds Escort Agency, however, reserves the right to refuse to destroy any
information they may hold about clients or independent contractors in the event that it
is deemed legally necessary for the safety of others to retain or pass on the relevant
information.

